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ENGLISH

Mediterranean flair
and an elegant lifestyle

Located in scenic surrounds at the gateway to the

those who cherish the finest of life’s pleasures. Legendary

Black Forest, the elegant spa town of Baden-Baden enchants

5-star

visitors from around the world with its architecturally unique

designer hotels,

town centre. With its two thermal baths, the magnificent parks

cosy

and gardens at its heart and top-class art and cultural enter-

guest houses, Michelin-starred restaurants and trendy street

tainment throughout the year, Baden-Baden is a paradise for

cafés – Baden-Baden caters for all.

hotels,

… Baden-Baden – an elegant
ambience with Mediterranean flair

country

A must for all visitors
to Baden-Baden
Soak up the suspense at the poker and roulette tables and

palaces, the casino is to this day, from late morning till

savour the elegant architecture of the Belle Époque era –

deep into the night, a temple of leisure and amusement and

unique to the largest and oldest casino in Germany – the

according to Marlene Dietrich “the most beautiful casino in the

Baden-Baden casino. Housed in a wing of the town’s Kur-

world”. Here, everyone’s a winner!

haus building and modelled on the interiors of French royal

Inspiration for the soul
The green and leafy expanse of the Lichtentaler Allee has

River Oos. Sometimes equivalent to a rural idyll, other times

been Baden-Baden’s calling card for over 350 years. World

to an elegant boulevard, it represents a constantly changing

famous and awe-

monument to the art of garden design throughout its entire

inspiring, it features

… the magnificent parks and
gardens of the Lichtentaler Allee

length. It’s where nature and architecture blend

an abundance of

together in perfect harmony and where each

flowers, blossoming shrubs and majestic trees that line the

season reveals its full splendour.

Frieder Burda Museum

Baden-Baden Museum

LA8 Museum

Staatliche Kunsthalle art gallery

Art that is the envy of the world

exhibitions in the Frieder Burda Museum, the Staatliche

Stretching from the Festspielhaus in the west to the Lichten-

Kunsthalle art gallery, the LA8 Museum and the Baden-

thal Cistercian Abbey in the east is Baden-Baden’s 3-kilo-

Baden Museum; alterna-

metre-long ‘culture mile’. Although covering only a small

ting performances in the

area, friends of the arts can look forward to an outstan-

town’s theatre; cabaret,

ding cultural offer taking place here throughout the year.

rousing jazz concerts, world dance championships and memo-

Grand concerts and operas in the Festspielhaus; impressive

rable balls in the Kurhaus... here entertainment is part of the culture!

… the culture mile in
Baden-Baden’s green oasis

A delight for strolling and shopping
Remaining perfectly relaxed and finding an unusual gift,
a long sought-after accessory, an antique treasure, premium
branded goods or a
matching

hat

for

... in the exclusive shopping
paradise of Baden-Baden

a special occasion
is not at all difficult in Baden-Baden.

Countless boutiques and fashion stores, exclusive galleries, jewellers and antique dealers all invite you to stroll and
browse at your leisure. Palm trees and street cafés line the
way through the well-kept shopping streets and the romantic
alleyways of the old town. And those looking for something
sweet to round off their shopping spree should certainly not
miss the handcrafted truffles and chocolates from Café König.
In 2014 it was named the best café in Baden-Württemberg
by Der Feinschmecker magazine.

Fashion

Furnishings / Interior design
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Rabolt | Sleeping culture

2

WAGENER GALERIE | The shopping mall

A good night’s sleep is one of life’s necessities. At Rabolt you will find

Baden-Baden’s modern shopping mall in the centre of town with over

everything you need for hours of restful sleep: upholstered beds,

400 parking spaces. Stores include:

mattresses, slatted frames, pillows, covers, fine bed linen and terry

Wagener Mode ladies & gents fashion

towelling products. Healthy sleep requires customised solutions that

Lascana lingerie

combine optimum body support with customer-specific measurements

Müller cosmetics & fragrances

and expert advice. We pride ourselves on offering exceptional service.

Dielmann footwear
WMF Store, Tommy Hilfiger Store, Boys & Girls fashion
Markthalle delicatessen and a post office

Lange Str. 49–51, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Lange Str. 44, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Tel. +49 (0)7221 90600, www.rabolt-schlafkultur.de

Tel. +49 (0)7221 30390, info@wagener.de

Fashion

Fashion
3

Olivier Maugé | Couture

4

Modewagener | Fashion house

The store for individualists. Germany’s largest hat salon where your

Behind its historic façade, Modewagener offers a sophisticated selec-

fashion wishes will be custom made in our own design studio. We stock

tion of ladies & gents fashion. Top quality collections are presented on

a large selection of materials from Paris, Milan and London, including

5 floors with sales advice provided in English, French and Russian. All

curtain and upholstery fabrics, and have our own workshop.

styles are catered for. Based on the slogan: ‘luxury meets design’,
discerning male shoppers will find all of today’s prominent labels. Also
popular is the gents tailors and the exquisite ladies department ‘Design
on Top’.

Olivier Maugé Couture, Lange Str. 22, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Lange Str. 25, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Tel. +49 (0)7221 29402

Tel. +49 (0)7221 30390, info@wagener.de

Watches / Jewellery / Accessories

Opticians
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SCHRODIN & WERSICH | Opticians

6

Tourbillon Boutique | Watchmaker’s art

Besides offering a large selection of labels and designer brands, fitting

The elegant spa town of Baden-Baden provides the perfect setting for

contact lens and providing advice on the latest eyewear fashions, state-

our Tourbillon boutique that pays homage to the traditional art of Swiss

of-the-art technology and in-depth specialist knowledge are also at your

watch making. Showcased here are the brands of the Swatch Group

disposal at Schrodin & Wersich and Schrodin & Schulz. Our manufac-

which include Breguet, Harry Winston, Blancpain, Glashütte Original,

turing facilities cater specifically to your wishes including handcrafted

Jaquet Droz, Omega and Swatch. Watch lovers can expect an exceptional

frames for your own prescription. This is what good eyesight feels like.

selection of timepieces considered to be among the most renowned in
the field of haute horlogerie.

Luisenstr. 14, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 24550, www.schrodin.de

Sophienstr. 3a, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Rheinstr. 38, D-76532 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 55800, www.schrodin.de

Tel. +49 (0)7221 278511, www.tourbillon.com

Fashion

Office supplies / Stationery
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horst höll | Stationer

8

Scheyder | Men’s fashion

We have been offering stylish, useful products relating to writing culture

For more than 60 years we have been the number one address for men’s

for more than 20 years. You will find many proven and practical items in

fashion in the town’s spa quarter. Fine cloth from acclaimed weavers

smart designs for school and office environments among our range of

coupled with the craftsmanship of our clothes manufacturer Kastell

over 40,000 different articles – all your wishes will be fulfilled. We are

result in exclusive collections being created for our store. These are com-

sure you will be impressed with our exclusive writing implements, paper

plemented by fashion labels such as Atelier Torino, Bäumler, Bugatti,

in different sizes and colours, office supplies and gift ideas.

Eterna, Hiltl, März and Novila. Our range of sizes, excellent service and
good value for money are well appreciated by our customers.

Gernsbacher Str. 13, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 955610

Gernsbacher Str. 30, D-76530 Baden-Baden

papeterie@hoell.de

Tel. +49 (0)7221 23649

Fashion

Leather goods
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INKA | Leather goods

10

MaxMara | Fashion

Those looking for a bag or high-quality luggage have been coming to

MaxMara stands for classic, exquisite designer fashion and accessories.

INKA for 60 years. We only stock the finest brands such Longchamp,

The collections are designed for glamorous, elegant women that live a

Bogner, Aigner, Rimowa and Tumi. In our second shop, No. 8, a colourful,

modern life. All items are manufactured following the finest dressmaking

eye-catching store that has been located in Leopoldsplatz for over

traditions. Technical innovations combined with luxurious materials

40 years, we stock an enticing array of trendy handbags, accessories,

such as double faced cashmere, combed satin and finest silk turn every

gloves, belts and small leather goods from Paris and Milan. Your satis-

item into an article of clothing in which the wearer will always feel com-

faction is our top priority, and that applies to both stores.

fortable. The finishing is of the highest standards and the lines are
always beautifully elegant.

Sophienstr. 26, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 23955, Fax +49 (0)7221 23900

Sophienstr. 20, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 9706816

Sophienstr. 8, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 22512

www.MaxMara.com

Fashion

Fashion
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Bogner | Fashion

12

BÄR | Manufacturer of comfortable shoes

The Bogner store housed in a listed building at Sophienstraße 14 offers

Those wishing to remain on a sure footing place their trust in the quality

you the complete World of Bogner with the labels Sônia Bogner, Bogner

from BÄR. We are committed to providing you with the perfect shoe that

Woman, Bogner Man, Bogner Sport and Bogner Fire + Ice together with

will offer ideal support to your foot. Each BÄR shoe is made with tradi-

the Bogner licensed collections. The 300m² sales area is designed along

tional craftsmanship incorporating over 160 production steps using

the lines of the brand’s ‘modern natural’ store concept and features

specially developed anatomic lasts. This dedication results in a special

illuminated, multi-picture walls that will take you on an exciting journey

feeling of comfort for your feet. Try our shoes for yourself! We want you

through the 80-year history of the company.

to walk with a spring in your step!

Sophienstr. 14, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Sophienstr. 14, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Tel. +49 (0)7221 3965934, bogner.com

Tel. +49 (0)7221 281911, www.baer-schuhe.de

Watches / Jewellery / Accessories

Fashion
13

Monika Scholz | Luxury fashion & accessories

14

thoma | Fine watches & jewellery

Luxury meets design in the new Modewagener store with luxury brands

A passion for exquisite watches and precious gems is the foundation

including Prada, Gucci, Balmain, Dolce & Gabbana, Saint Laurent and

upon which our business has been built since 1896. We stock watches

Céline. An air of glamour also prevails in our second store in the same

from Rolex, Chopard, Cartier, Breitling, Corum, Girard-Perregaux and

street. Here the shelves are lined with highly fashionable shoes and

Pequignet. Our offer also includes an exceptional array of jewellery and

bags from brands such as Prada, Tod’s and Hogan – all unconventional

gems from Chopard, de Grisogono, Schoeffel, Pasquale Bruni, Picchiotti,

and always very special. We also speak English and Russian.

Ofir, Meister and Scheffel.

Lichtentaler Str. 1 + 13, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Lichtentaler Str. 5, D-76530 Baden-Baden

Tel. +49 (0)7221 9203910, info@monika-scholz.com

Tel. +49 (0)7221 24406, www.juwelier-thoma.de

Cafés

Fashion
15

Antora Selection & Antora Shoe

16

Café König

In our two shops, we have compiled the most exclusive items from

Experience the charm of our traditional coffee house. We have an enticing

around the world especially for you: fashion, shoes, accessories and

array of cakes, tortes, tarts and quiches as well as 40 different bars of home-

lifestyle products from Valentino, Alberta Ferretti, Loro Piana, Michael

made chocolate and 30 types of handcrafted chocolates. We have been

Kors, Azzedine Alaïa, Etro, Balenciaga, Chloé, Manzoni24, Jimmy Choo,

named the best coffee house in Baden-Württemberg by Der Feinschmecker

Sergio Rossi, Unützer, Gianvito Rossi, Aquazzura, Cutler&Gross, etc. We

magazine and one of Europe’s best chocolatiers by Gambero Rosso. Such

speak English, Russian, French, Portuguese, Italian and Croatian and

recognition is an honour and motivates us further.

very much look forward to your visit.

Lichtentaler Str. 7, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 33525, Fax +49 (0)7221 33526
Lichtentaler Str. 9, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 949410, Fax +49 (0)7221 33526

Lichtentaler Str. 12, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 23573

info@antoraselection.com, www.antoraselection.com

www.chocolatier.de

Fashion

Watches / Jewellery / Accessories
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Montblanc | Boutique

18

Vickermann and Stoya | Bespoke shoes

At the heart of the town centre, only a few steps away from Leopolds-

The finest leather soles provide the framework for a masterpiece of

platz, the Montblanc boutique with its 100m² sales area is home to this

craftsmanship giving the wearer individuality, charisma and style with

traditional brand’s entire product portfolio featuring fine leather goods,

their distinctive look. A bespoke shoe from Vickermann and Stoya adds

top quality watches, selected jewellery, striking accessories, exclusive

a new dimension to your footwear due to high-quality, handcrafted work-

fragrances and, of course, exceptional writing implements. Discover the

manship and fine materials. And thanks to the traditional production

traditional craftsmanship of the brand with the white star.

methods good looks are combined with an excellent fit.

Lichtentaler Str. 14, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 1838680

Merkurstr. 3–5, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 392401, Fax. +49 (0)7221 396757

Fax. +49 (0)7221 1838262, montblanc@papierfischer.de

www.vickermannundstoya.de, info@vickermannundstoya.de

Furnishings / Interior design

Furnishings / Interior design
19

Axthelm | Kitchen creations

20

IP Interior Design | Interior Design

Birgitt and Bernd Axthelm adore customers with unusual requests and

is located in a historical Baden-Baden townhouse to present the top

ambitious ideas. Having been in the business for over 30 years the two

brands of international interior and bathroom design.

experts have a wide range of services and experience at their disposal

You are invited to wallow in more than 3500 decorative and upholstery

supported by their certified installation team. Magazines such as

fabrics, designer carpets, -lamps and -chandeliers, extraordinary fittings

Der Feinschmecker, A&W and Zuhause Wohnen view the Axthelm kitchen

and accessories.

studio as one of Germany’s best serving customers both home and

The experienced team around interior designer Iris Christine-Maria

abroad.

Piening will accompany your project from the planning up to the turnkey
delivery. All you need to do is to enjoy your new home.

Lichtentaler Str. 48, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 24434

Ludwig-Wilhelm-Str. 22, D-76530 Baden-Baden, Tel. +49 (0)7221 33824

Fax +49 (0)7221 28742, info@axthelm.de

Fax +49 (0)7221 33825, www.ip-interior-design.de, info@ip-interior-design.de

Watches / Jewellery / Accessories

Watches / Jewellery / Accessories
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Chopard | Boutique

22

Connaisseurs

Thanks to exceptional creativity, traditional craftsmanship and state-of-

In the prettiest part of Baden-Baden directly next to the theatre, you will

the-art technology, Chopard is one of the leading names in the watch

find the address for leading brands from the world of haute horlogerie

and jewellery industry. In the Kurhaus Colonnade you will find one of

and joaillerie.

Germany’s seven exclusive Chopard boutiques. Awaiting you here is an
experienced team who will be delighted to present the exquisite watches,
jewellery and accessories from the House of Chopard to you.

Kurhaus-Kolonnaden, Kurgarten 12, D-76530 Baden-Baden
Tel. +49 (0)7221 392250, Fax: +49 (0)7221 38306

Am Theater, Lichtentaler Allee 6, D-76530 Baden-Baden

chopard.boutique.bad@tesionmail.de

Tel. +49 (0)7221 3989020, info@connaisseursbaden-baden.de

Watches / Jewellery / Accessories
23

The AMG GT.
Pure driving pleasure.

Baumgärtner & Ratti | Jewellery design
Confident styles with good taste and a touch of extravagance. No wish
remains unfulfilled. Handcrafted jewellery and fine gems from highquality manufacturers. Allow us to enchant you with our ideas and the
various techniques. Production requests, restorations, redesigns and
repairs. Nothing’s impossible.

Mercedes-Benz Niederlassung Baden-Baden der Daimler AG,
Sophienstr. 4, D-76530 Baden-Baden
Tel. +49 (0)7221 24385, Fax +49 (0)7221 949387

76532 Baden-Baden, Wilhelm-Drapp-Straße 19,
Tel.: +49 (0)7221.68 6-0, Fax: +49 (0)7221.68 6-446,
www.mercedes-benz-baden-baden.de
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Festspielhaus / Train Station / Autobahn
A PERFECT DAY
A unique experience. The peak of exclusivity. The feeling of finding
more than you were looking for. Baden-Baden’s multitude of fine
shops offer a refined, adventurous and unconventional array of
items – including some you’ll simply be craving for.
More information on Baden-Baden’s selection of fine shops can
be found on the town’s official website.

www.baden-baden.de/shopping
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LA8 Museum
Staatliche Kunsthalle
Frieder Burda Museum
Baden-Baden Museum

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCES AND
EXCLUSIVE EVENTS IN BADEN-BADEN

Whether it’s a gala, a comedy, a cabaret or a musical event, the magical bond
between design and content can only be achieved with imaginative organization and perfect planning. Add to this a relaxed atmosphere and the mutual
experience of all and an event will be created with spirit, with imagination
and great entertainment. The only dilemma is the wide choice on offer.

INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS Baden-Baden Events GmbH, Solmsstr. 1, D-76530 Baden-

Baden, Telefon +49 (0)7221/275-275, info@badenbadenevents.de, www.badenbaden
events.de TICKETS – DIRECT PURCHASE Tourist-Information, Telefon +49 (0)7221/275233, i-Punkt in der Trinkhalle, Telefon +49 (0)7221/93-2700
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